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2 February 2018 
Welcome to our Ai Group Economics Weekly for 2018. We will publish an update every Friday. 

 

AUSTRALIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS 

The Australian economy has begun 2018 on a positive note. In January, Ai Group’s Australian 

PMI® indicated another month of expansion for manufacturing, while our annual Business 

Prospects Report indicated Australian CEOs expect broadly positive conditions in 2018 and are 

feeling more confident about their own business prospects than at any time in the past five years. 

Australia’s consumer price index (CPI) accelerated mildly to 1.9% p.a. in the December quarter 

(Q4) of 2017, from 1.8% p.a. in Q3. The slight increase was driven by the rising cost for automotive 

fuels, due to increases in global oil prices, and government regulated price increases. It remains 

below the RBA’s target band of 2 to 3% over the cycle. Core inflation (a less volatile measure 

than headline CPI which removes volatile and seasonal items) remained subdued at 1.9% p.a. 

for most of 2017 (except for Q1 2017 at 1.8% p.a.). 

Australia’s producer price index (PPI) indicate that on average, input prices are rising more 

strongly than output prices for producers of Australian goods and services. Reflecting buoyant 

results in Ai Group’s Australian PMI®, manufacturing output prices outpaced the rise in input 

prices in 2017. However, energy price rises were a major input cost pressure across all industries, 

but particularly for energy-intensive businesses. These national pricing data confirm widespread 

reports of outsized energy price rises in Ai Group’s monthly Australian PMI®, PSI® and PCI® 

throughout 2017 and Business Prospects in 2018. These energy price rises are squeezing 

business margins again across many sectors of the economy. 

Commodity prices started 2018 strong, rising by 9.5% in January to the highest level since 

February 2013 (as measured by the RBA’s non-rural commodity USD index). Price rises were 

broad based across energy and metals. 

Building approval numbers dropped sharply in December (from an unusually large spike in 

November), but were still up 3.3% from a year earlier. This correction was driven by Victorian 

apartment approvals which retreated from a record high in November. Looking through the volatile 

monthly numbers, building approvals fell over the last three months of 2017 (trend) but they 

remain extremely elevated. This suggests strong rates of construction activity will persist in 2018. 

  

https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/economics/economicindicators/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/economics/economicindicators/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/mediacentre/releases/ceo-business-prospects-report-2018/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/mediacentre/releases/ceo-business-prospects-report-2018/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/economics/economicindicators/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/economics/economicindicators/
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/mediacentre/releases/ceo-business-prospects-report-2018/
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Manufacturers see strong start to 2018 

Ai Group’s Australian Performance of Manufacturing Index (Australian PMI®) increased by 2.5 

points to 58.7 in January, indicating faster growth than at the end of 2017 (readings above 50 

indicate expansion in activity, with the distance from 50 indicating the strength of the increase).  

Food & beverage producers led the way, supported by strong showings from businesses in the 

petroleum, coal & chemicals; metal products; and machinery & equipment sub-sectors. 

Production and sales volumes were robust and employment also grew. The combination of cost 

pressures – notably energy costs – and strong competition (in part due to the recent rise in the 

value of the Australian dollar) continued to keep margins tight and restrain wage rises. 

Chart 1: Australian PMI® and ABS manufacturing output

 
Sources: Ai Group and ABS 

Inflation remains below RBA target band at 1.9% p.a. in Q4 2017 

Australia’s headline consumer price index (CPI) accelerated slightly to 1.9% p.a. in the December 

quarter (Q4) of 2017, from 1.8% p.a. in Q3. Headline CPI has been below the RBA’s target range 

of 2 to 3% in all but one quarter (Q1 2017, which was weather-affected) since Q3 2014 (see table 

1 and chart 2). In quarterly growth terms headline CPI held steady at 0.6% in Q4 2017. 

Core inflation (a less volatile measure than headline CPI which removes volatile and seasonal 

items) was the same as headline inflation in Q4, at 1.9% p.a. It has gradually risen from the lows 

of 2016. Although widespread expectations for accelerating inflation in 2017 did not eventuate, 

core inflation has remained steady for the best part of a year and may be pointing to an easing of 

disinflationary pressures in the economy. Broad-based consumer price rises may not be on the 

cards just yet however, with only 33% of the items contained within the ABS’ ‘basket of goods’ 

showing price rises of more than 2.0% p.a. in Q4 2017. 
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Across the capital cities, annual inflation in Q4 was at the lower end of the RBA’s target band (2.1 

to 2.3% p.a.) for all non-mining states. The eastern capitals are experiencing stronger price growth, 

as the drivers of economic activity have shifted back to the south-eastern seaboard and away 

from the mining-oriented states of Western Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland. Annual 

inflation was slowest in Perth (+0.8% p.a.) and highest in Adelaide (2.3% p.a.). 

Prices for tradables (accounting for around 35% of the CPI basket) rose by +0.5% q/q in Q4 but 

were deflationary in annual terms (-0.3% p.a.). Prices for tradables are largely determined globally 

and are affected by movements in the exchange rate and commodity prices (agricultural as well 

as resources). Prices for non-tradables (accounting for around 65% of the CPI basket) 

decelerated to +3.1% p.a. in Q4 from +3.2% p.a. in Q3. On an annual basis non-tradables or 

‘domestic’ prices are rising by +3.1% p.a., driven by tobacco, housing and health price increases. 

These price rises are offset by disinflationary pressure from tradables or ‘globally traded’ prices 

(-0.3% p.a.), particularly in consumer goods (see chart 3). Ongoing globalisation is increasing 

competition for traded goods and is limiting the ability of many businesses to raise their prices. 

Chart 2: Headline and core inflation, % p.a. 

 

Source: ABS, CPI, December 2017 
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Table 1: Key inflation numbers, Q4 2017 
  Quarterly % change Annual % change 

  Dec-17 Sep-17 Dec-17 Sep-17 

Headline CPI 0.6  0.6  1.9  1.8  

CPI excluding volatile items 0.3  0.9  1.9  1.9  

trimmed mean 0.4  0.4  1.8  1.8  

weighted median 0.4  0.4  2.0  1.9  

Core CPI (average of trimmed mean and weighted median) 0.4  0.4  1.9  1.9  

Tradables 0.5  -0.3  -0.3  -0.9  

Non-tradables 0.8  1.0  3.1  3.2  

Goods 1.0  0.6  2.2  1.8  

Services 0.3  0.6  1.7  1.8  

Sydney 0.7  0.7  2.2  1.9  

Melbourne 0.7  0.5  2.2  2.2  

Brisbane 0.8  0.4  1.9  1.5  

Adelaide 0.7  1.1  2.3  1.8  

Perth 0.4  0.5  0.8  0.8  

Hobart 1.0  0.3  2.1  2.0  

Darwin 0.3  0.6  1.0  0.6  

Canberra 0.6  0.9  2.2  2.1  

Source: ABS, CPI, December 2017 

Chart 3: Tradable and non-tradable inflation, % p.a. 

 

Source: ABS, CPI, December 2017 

The main contributors to headline inflation in Q4 were prices rises for transport (+2.4% q/q, +3.3% 

p.a.); alcohol and tobacco (+3.2% q/q, 7.3% p.a.); and food and non-alcoholic beverages (+1.0% 

q/q, -0.2% p.a.), which together lifted consumer prices by 0.7% in the quarter. Transport price 

rises were driven by automotive fuel (+10.4% q/q), due to increases in global oil prices. Alcohol 

and tobacco prices (+3.2% q/q and +7.3% p.a.) helped push up the CPI in Q4, largely due to the 

flow on effects of another increase in the government tobacco excise and a further indexation 

increase based on Average Weekly Ordinary Time Earnings (AWOTE) from 1 September 2017. 
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These rises were offset by price falls in some other product categories, particularly in tradable 

consumer goods. After removing the effects of volatile items (such as fuel) and non-market price 

increases (such as health and education), the CPI only rose by 1.1% p.a. 

Chart 4: CPI changes, major categories, Q4 2017 

 

Source: ABS, CPI, December 2017 

In Q4, retail electricity prices continued to increase (+0.9% q/q) but gas prices declined by 1.7% 

q/q after rising 5.8% q/q in the previous quarter. General housing costs were significantly higher 

than headline inflation in 2017 due to large price rises for utilities (see chart 5). Within the utilities 

group, retail prices rose for electricity (+12.4% p.a.), gas (7.8% p.a.) and water (3.2% p.a.). 

Chart 5: Electricity and gas retail price indexes, % change p.a. 

 

Source: ABS, CPI, December 2017 
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Producer input prices continue to rise faster than output prices in Q4 2018 

The latest producer price indexes (PPI) indicate that on average, input prices are rising more 

strongly than output prices for producers of Australian goods and services. On average, producer 

prices for all final goods and services rose by 0.6% q/q and 1.7% p.a. in Q4 while intermediate 

prices rose by 1.2% q/q and 3.1% p.a. and preliminary prices rose by 1.2% q/q and 3.0% p.a. 

This gap between price rises for final products and price rises for preliminary and intermediate 

products indicates that business margins were further compressed in Q4 2017. 

On a positive note, output prices rose faster than input prices for manufacturers in 2017 

(see chart 6). The PPI data indicate that pricing for all inputs jumped by 1.8% q/q to be up by 

3.0% p.a., while pricing for all outputs rose by 2.4% q/q to be up 3.5% p.a. Prices for both inputs 

and outputs appear to be accelerating again for manufacturing, after falling in Q3. The rise in 

input prices was mainly evident for oil and gas extraction (15.8% q/q), primary metals and metal 

production (4.8% q/q) and metal ore mining to manufacturing (2.6% q/q) and were driven by price 

rises for crude oil, steel and copper. The rise in output prices was driven by alumina production 

(38.7% q/q) and petroleum refining and petroleum fuel manufacturing (+13.8% q/q).  

The most recent data continues the cumulative impact of energy price rises. Electricity input prices 

for manufacturers are at a new high and more than double the prices paid one decade ago 

(chart 7). Manufacturers in the Ai Group’s annual Business Prospects Report believe this trend 

will continue, with 85% of manufacturing CEOs expecting energy input prices to rise in 2018.  

Recently added data by the ABS on gas price changes indicate that output prices for gas 

extraction in Australia’s domestic east coast market rose 2.1% q/q in Q4 2017 after rising 18.0% 

q/q in Q3. Over the past year, output prices for gas extraction in Australia’s domestic east coast 

market have jumped 39.3% and 49.1% over the past two years. In contrast output prices for gas 

extraction in the domestic Western Australian market were down 7.9% q/q and down 10.8% from 

2016. 
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Chart 6: Manufacturers’ electricity and gas input price indexes, 

 % change p.a. 

 

Source: ABS PPI, December 2017. 

Chart 7: Manufacturers’ electricity and gas input price indexes, 

cumulative change* 

 

* producer price indexes rebased to March Quarter 2000 = 100. Source: ABS, PPI December 2017. 
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Building approvals suggest construction activity will remain elevated in 2018 

Monthly residential building approval numbers dropped sharply in December 2017 (-20.0% m/m), 

following an unexpected and very large jump in November (+13.8% m/m) (seasonally adjusted). 

This volatility was driven Victorian private sector “other dwellings” approvals (including 

apartments, flats and multi-units) which fell by more than half in December after jumping to the 

highest number on record in November (from 6,390 approvals for this category in Victoria in 

November to 2,811 approvals in December, unadjusted). Meanwhile private sector house 

approvals moved higher (+1.0% m/m and +5.5% p.a.). Reflecting this still solid pipeline of new 

residential construction, recently released housing finance data for November 2017 indicate 

continued strength in lending for the construction of new dwellings (+2.3% m/m). 

Looking beyond this heightened monthly volatility, the number of residential building approvals 

remain extremely elevated (up 3.3% p.a. in trend terms) despite declining for the past three 

months. In value terms, approvals for residential buildings (-0.2% m/m) and non-residential 

buildings (-0.4% m/m) fell in December, but over the course of 2017 both have trended upward 

(see chart 8). The value of residential building approvals increased by 10.0% in 2017 while the 

value of non-residential building approvals grew an impressive 31.3% p.a. 

Building approvals typically ‘lead’ building activity by 6 to 12 months, so these recent trends 

suggest that the residential construction cycle may have peaked but that construction activity will 

remain at a high level in 2018. An increasing share of construction activity will be focussed on 

non-residential construction as 2018 progresses.  

Chart 8: Value of building approvals per month (trend) 

 

Source: ABS, Building Approvals, Dec 2017. 
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This week’s data and events, 29 January – 2 February 2018 

Day Date Data / event Data period Current release 

Tue 30 Jan NAB business survey Dec (M) 
conditions +13 points 
confidence +11 points 

Wed 31 Jan ABS consumer price index (CPI) Dec (Q) 
headline inflation 1.9% p.a. 
core inflation 1.9% p.a. 

Thurs 1 Feb Ai Group Australian PMI® Jan (M) 58.2 points 

  ABS international trade price indexes Dec (Q) 
import prices +1.4% p.a.  
export prices +2.4% p.a. 

  ABS building approvals Dec (M) -20.0% m/m, -5.5% p.a. 

Fri  2 Feb ABS producer price index (PPI) Dec (Q) 
final prices +1.7% p.a. 
intermediate prices + 3.1% p.a. 
preliminary prices +3.0% p.a. 

     
M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. B= bi-annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 

Next week’s data and events, 5 February – 9 February 2017 

Day Date Data/event 
Data period  
due for release 

Previous release 

Mon 5 Feb Australian PSI® Jan (M) Dec: 52.0 points 

Tue  6 Feb RBA cash rate decision Feb (M) Cash rate: 1.50% p.a. 

  ABS retail trade Dec (M) Nov: nominal turnover 1.2% m/m 

  ABS international trade Dec (M) 
Nov: Exports $31.9bn;  
Imports $32.5bn 

Wed 7 Feb Australian PCI® Jan (M) Dec: 52.8 points 

  ANZ job advertisements Jan (M) Dec: -2.3% m/m 

Fri 9 Feb RBA Statement on Monetary Policy Feb (Q) - 

  ABS housing finance Dec (M) Nov: housing finance +2.3% m/m 

M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 
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Australian economy: latest full-year growth rates and government forecasts 

RBA SoMP (Nov 2017) 
2015-16 
actual 

2016-17 
actual 

Jun ‘18 
f 

Jun ‘19 
f 

Dec ’19 
f 

 

GDP, % change p.a., year end 3.1 1.8 2.75 3.5 3.25  

Unemployment rate, %, year end 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.25  

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a., year end 1.0 1.9 2.0 2.25 2.25  

Treasury MYEFO (Dec 2017) 
2015-16 
actual 

2016-17 
actual 

2017-18  
f 

2018-19 
f 

2019-20 
p  

2020-21 
p 

GDP, % change p.a., year average 2.6 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 

  Household consumption, % p.a., year average 2.9 2.4 2.25 2.75   

  Dwelling investment, % p.a., year average 10.6 2.6 -1.5 -1.5   

  Business investment, % p.a., year average -10.3 -4.0 2.0 3.0   

Employment growth, % p.a., year end 1.9 1.9 1.75 1.5 1.25 1.25 

Unemployment rate, %, year end 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.25 5.25 5.25 

Terms of trade, % change p.a., year end -10.2 14.5 -2.0 -5.0   

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a., year end 1.0 1.9 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.5 

Wages (WPI), % change p.a., year end 2.1 1.9 2.25 2.75 3.25 3.5 

f = forecast. p = projection. 
Sources: ABS various data; RBA Statement on Monetary Policy (SoMP), latest quarter; Australian Treasury, MYEFO 2017-18 (Dec 2017). 

Australian economy: latest indicators 
Economy FX and commodity prices (Friday morning) 

RBA official cash rate, % Dec (M) 1.50       - AUD/USD exchange rate US$0.8038      ▲  

Real GDP, % change p.a. Sep (Q) 2.8%     ▲ 
Oil price  
(WTI light crude, USD/BBL) 

US$66.12        ▲ 

Headline CPI, % change p.a. Dec (Q) 1.9%     ▲ Gold price (USD/OZ) US$1,348.45   ▲ 

Unemployment rate, % trend Dec (M) 5.4%     ▼ 
Copper price  
(USD/tonne, LME spot) 

US$7,100.0     ▲ 

 

Australian Industry Group monthly performance of industry indexes 
Australian PMI®   Jan (M)                                                                               58.2 ▲ 

Australian PSI®   Dec (M)                                                                               52.0 ▲ 

Australian PCI®   Dec (M)                                                                               52.8 ▼ 
M = monthly. Q = quarterly. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 
Arrows represent direction of movement relative to last week for prices, and last observation for growth rates and indexes. 
Sources: ABS various data; Ai Group; Australian Financial Review market prices (as of Thu); London Metals Exchange market prices (as of Fri). 
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